How to use your
MZ-4 Page Controller
About the MZ-4 Page Controller
The heart of your paging system is the MZ-4 Page Controller
from Gordon Kapes, Inc. With the MZ-4 you get sophisticated features that are simple to access.
Depending on your needs, features such as background
music, pre-page alert tone, and night chime have been
implemented. The chart in this document shows how these custom
features have been selected for your system.
Something unique to the MZ-4 is the ability to control an auxiliary relay switch. By
simply accessing the MZ-4 and dialing a code you can control a preselected device. The
Auxiliary Relay operation section will tell you how your system has been installed and
how to use it.
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How to use your paging system

Auxiliary Relay operation

To access the paging system:

A special switch called theAuxiliary Relay can be

_________________________________________________

controlled by accessing the MZ-4, dialing

You’ll hear a dial tone coming from the MZ-4. Now dial

appropriate number code, followed by

*

, the
*again.

the desired zone number on your push-button telephone.

Your Auxiliary Relay has been set up to:

If a zone has been programmed to give a pre-page alert,

_________________________________________________

you’ll hear a tone. Wait until the tone has ended to begin

_________________________________________________

your page. If the zone hasn’t been set to receive a pre-

and can be turned on/off by dialing as follows:

page alert, you’ll hear nothing and can begin your page
immediately.

*5000*

Turns it OFF

When you complete your page, dial # . You’ll hear a

*5001*

Turns it ON

dial tone again. To do another page, just dial the desired

*5002*

Turns it on for 1 second

zone. If you don’t want to do another page, hang up.

*5003*

Turns it on for 2 seconds

To page more than one zone at once, dial

*5004*

Turns it on for 5 seconds

by the zones to be paged and then

followed
*
again (e.g., to

*5005*

Turns it on for 10 seconds

page zones 1 and 4 dial *14*). After the page, dial # .

*5006*

Turns it on for 30 seconds

You’ll hear a dial tone. Hang up or dial the next zone(s)

*5007*

Turns it on for 1 minute

you want.

*5008*

Turns it on for 2 minutes

*5009*

Turns it on for 5 minutes

*

To page all four zones at once, dial 0 . Begin the
page. After the page dial # . You’ll hear a dial tone.
Hang up.

A tone will sound to tell you that your command was

If you misdial, don’t worry, the MZ-4 will return you to

received. Then you’ll hear a dial tone. Hang up. If the

a dial tone. Simply redial the correct zone number.

Auxiliary Relay is on and you want to turn it off before
the designated time, dial *5000*.
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